13 Things No One Tells You About Your Freshman Year of College
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ALL-NATURAL
BEAUTY BUYS
YOU’VE GOTTA GRAB

When You’re
Transitioning

When You’re
Post Big Chop

When You’re At That
Midlength+ Stage

Get Some Chill.
You’re legit working with two to three different textures, as your relaxed remnants
make way for new growth that’s not entirely
sure if it’s curly, coily, or what. And where
these different hair patterns meet are prime
places for breakage. “Understand that during the early stages of transitioning from a
relaxer that your natural hair may look and
even feel strange to you as it begins to grow
longer. Many have found that the new hair
seems extremely coarse and mats easily,”
explains Dianne Shaddock, co-founder of
Natural Hair Care News. “Don’t get discouraged during this period. As the natural
hair continues to grow, it will soften and
become easier to manage.”

DIY Another Time.
If you’ve chosen the Big Chop route, save
the DIY tries for later and hit up the salon
to make this major hair move. “Go to a
hairstylist to have them shape your new
TWA,” says Shaddock. “A professional
shaping after such a drastic transition can
give you the extra boost of confidence
needed to rock your new look.”

Take That L.
As in the length you’ve grown — and bring
it to the next level with the right maintenance routine. “Midlength is all about
preserving your hair growth,” say Jane and
Jedi. “Consider doing hot oil treatments
once a week on your ends to prevent them
from breaking.”

Do Not Touch.
The more you mess with your shifting
strands, the more likely they are to get damaged. “Protective styling during this period
can help you get through the transition
process with little breakage,” says Shaddock.
To avoid too much manipulation, opt for an
easy summer style like braids, Bantu knots,
twists, faux locs, and buns. You can even
throw a cute head wrap in the mix to switch
things up.

Split With Ends.
You’ve gotta snip some to sprout some. It
may seem like the opposite would be true
when you’re trying to grow your hair longer,
but frayed ends can split all the way up the
shaft. According to Jane and Jedi Nyachiro,
co-founders of Jirano Beauty (a hair line
especially made for naturally curly hair),
cutting off split ends as your hair grows
also helps prevent tangling and keeps your
hair looking great in different styles.
Sleep on This.
No matter how long (or short) your hair is,
it’s important to protect it while you sleep
by using a silk or satin pillowcase or tying
up your hair in a satin scarf.

Knots So Fast.
Some prefer the finger detangling method,
while others prefer using a comb. Whichever way you’re down for is cool, but Shaddock suggests detangling when your hair is
wet because it’s more flexible and easier to
mold. And if you’re opting for a comb, she
says to make sure it’s a wide-toothed one.
Avoid Product Overload.
It’s tempting to want to ball bigger than
LeBron on all the products. But Shaddock
says that more isn’t always better. “There is
a tendency to overuse products in order to
achieve a certain look. This can result in product build up that not only dulls the hair but
can cause the scalp to become clogged.”

The Thirst is Real.
The way natural hair is shaped makes it difficult for oils from your scalp to reach the
rest of your strands. Therefore, moisturizing on the regular is a must. “Use very rich
conditioners that sink into the hair shaft
instead of the type that just sit on top of
your head,” Shaddock says. “Coconut oil,
argan oil, jojoba oil, and a high concentration of conditioning butters like shea and
mango, will help to keep your hair moist
and ease the tension that can occur between
the line of demarcation between the natural
hair and straightened hair.”
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